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ABSTRACT : 

A new amplifier has been developed for the control of the 

plasma position in the WEGA III tokomak acting on the vertical 

magnetic field. 

In the high power domain thyristor choppers are usually 

applied. Unfortunately their response time is quite long and does not 

yet correspond to the WEGA demand. Therefore transistors have been 

used to build a fast switching amplifier of the H-br1dge type, 

delivering a power of 1 MVA, by switching 2500 A at 400 V. 

Because of the duty cycle of the plasma (0,12 s every 240 s) 

the necessary average power to the amplifier supply is only 500 VA. 

An intermediate energy storage in an electrolytic capacitor bank is 

therefore used. As the switching transistors must operate under extreme 

conditions of voltage and current, precautions must be taken to limit 

the overvoltage and the overcurrent, to prevent oscillations and to 

assure power and control equilibrium among the transistors. 

RESUME : 

Un nouveau système amplificateur a été développé afin d'assurer 

le contrôle de la position du plasma du Tokomak WEGA III par action sur 

le champ magnétique vertical. 

Dans le domaine des fortes puissances les hacheurs à thyristor 

sont habituellement utilisés. Malheureusement leur temps de réponse, qui 

est assez long, ne correspond pas aux spécifications de WEGA. De ce fait, 

des transistors ont été utilisés dans la construction d'un amplificateur 

à découpage rapide (du type & 4 quadrants), délivrant une puissance de 

1 MWA par hachage d'un courant de 2S0O A sous 400 V. 

Etant donné la cadence de fonctionnement de WEGA (0,12 s tous 

les 240 s), la puissance moyenne nécessaire de l'amplificateur est 

seulement de 500 VA. De ce fait, un banc de condensateurs électro-

lytiques est utilisé comme moyen de stockage intermédiaire de l'énergie. 

Comme les transistors doivent fonctionner a des conditions extrêmes 

de courant et de tension, des précautions doivent être prises pour 

limiter les surtensions et les surintensités en empêchant les 

oscillations et en assurant un équilibre de puissance entre les transistors. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The project of this MVA amplifier was made in 1978 and 

published at this time Réf. /1/. The realization and application 

of the amplifier are described in this report. In the reference 

/ V we gave the requested magnetic and electric data as follows : 

- Vertical magnetic field max = - 180 G 
- Magnetic field derivation dB/dt = 36 6/ms 

- Torus penetration time const T s 1 ms 

- Total coil inductance L = 0,6 (0,65) mH 
- Total coil resistance R = 40 (47,7) mS 

- Nominal amplifier voltage »o = 300 V 
- Max. amplifier current max = 2500 A 
- Output power p 

max 
= 750 kVA 

- Input line power P = 2,5 kVA 

Various electric circuits had been taken into consideration, 

finally the H-bridge converter /fig. 1/ with low primary power demands, 

inductive energy recuperation, simple coil arrangement and current 

inversion has been rhosen. 

fig. 1 : Idea o£ the. H-b/Udge, pouKA <mpU.{i.tii. 

/Réf. 1/ S. Schenk, G. Pacher, H. Pacher 

MVA Amplifier for Plasma Position Control 
by Vertical Magnetic Field. SOFT Padova Sept. 1978. 
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Once the electric circuit had been determined, the 
appropriate switching elements were defined. The switching time 
should be 100 times faster than the torus penetration time constant 
for relatively precise positioning. Whereas thyristors are more 
advantageous for power handling, transistors are preferable as far as 
the response time is concerned. 

Cost investigations have shown that thyristors and transistors 
as switches are equivalent. However, a large difference in costs arises 
between a condenser bank of paper capacitors or of electrolytic 
capacitors. From this point of view, it is advantageous to choose 
electrolytic capacitors, whose voltage corresponds also to the maximum 
value of transistors, thus avoiding a connection of transistors in 
series. The maximum power of the amplifiers is determined by the 
number of transistors in parallel. 

2. CONOEMSER BANK 

The largest energy demand of the condenser bank is obtained 
from a full time cycle corresponding to a current starting from zero, 
reaching its maximum at the end of the cycle while working in the 
switch-on mode for only half the time. This results in : 

wtot " uco h ° ' 2 S *c = 3 0 k J 

a more detailed energy balance gives for the same case : 

Inductive load (only the final energy in the load Is lost) 
W L = 0,5 L, 1̂  = 2031 J 

"Inductive" switch losses (dissipated in its resistances) 
WLs = L s I* n = 2500 J 

Resistive losses (in the external resistances) 

H R = R l' dt = 13750 J 

Transistor dissipation (from saturation voltage and current) 
H t r = U s I s t * 600 J 
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"Capacitive" losses (absorbed in R associated with C) 
W C R » 0,5 C U* n = 2700 J 

This results for the total energy losses as : 
Wtot " WL + WLS + W R + Wtr + WCR " Z 1 5 8 1 J 

At the end of one cycle half of the initial bank voltage 
Id remain, t 

initial bank energy 
U should remain, the total energy losses correspond to 3/4 of the 

Wco - 4 / 3 W t o t = 2 8 7 7 5 J 

We work with an nominal voltage of 300 V on the condenser 
bank in order to have some margin of security - relative to the 
maximum rated voltage of the elements of 400 V. 

At 300 V, 0,64 F are necessary to store the calculated 
energy. So the condenser bank consists of 200 electrolytic capacitors 
3,3 mF each giving H c o = 29,7 kJ (300 V) or W c 0 = 52,8 kJ (400 V). 

This bank is buffered by a group of fast paper capacitors 
to limit the surge current demands on the electrolytic elements. 
These fast condensers consist of two groups in series, with the 
central point at ground, fixing the ground potential of the condenser 
bank to U g d = Î 0,5 U C Q . 

An ideal configuration of the condenser bank would be of 
the delay line type, where the maximum current is limited by its 
voltage and the characteristic impedance. But because the load 
inductance is a part of the characteristic delay line impedance and 
it must be reproduced in every section, this seems somewhat excessive. 

Another possibility of limiting the maximum current would 
be to use a critical damped LCR circuit. Actually, a compromise 
between these two methods has been chosen, giving the free discharge 
current of fig. 2. 



Fig. I : F/tee diichaAgz cufierei 0$ the. amdzM&n. bank 
into the. LR-load. 

3. POWER SUPPLY 

The condenser bank should be charged within 4 minutes 
to its nominal voltage by the power supply. 

This power supply consists of : a transformer, a rectifier, 
a charging resistor, a grounding resistor, a fuse, relays for remote 
control and instrumentations. 

The permanent power of the transformer is 2,5 kW, and primary 
220 V ac with a + 10 % tap and secondary : 220 V ac with - 5 %, 
- 10 %, - 20 %, - 50 % taps. 

With a charging resistor of 100 Ohm we get a charging time 
constant of 64 seconds and 98 % of U after 240 seconds if the 
condenser bank starts from zero voltage. 

4. SWITCHES 

The determinting element of the H-bridge amplifier is its 
switch. As mentioned in the introduction the chosen switching 
element is the transistor. 

However one transistor for 1 MVA power does not exist. 
We have to combine in parallel industrial transistors in order 
to switch 2500 A at 400 V - corresponding to 1 MVA. For reasons of 
reliability, costs and availability we found the non transistor 
BUX 48 suitable for the final power stage. For the driver stage the 



darlington transistor BUX 37 was chosen and the input stage consists 
of the solid state relay SSR 613-1. The basic circuit of this switch 
is shown in fig. 3. 

' input 
J.SSH £13-1 

• driver 'final/ 

F-ig. 3 : Haiic. tUncwUt o$ a pouKA iiuitch. 
Le.it : ampttiJ&vtion, iUgk£ : piwtzation. 

http://Le.it
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The following table summarizes the ratings of the components. 

Type 

Solid state 
relay Driver stage Final stage 

Type SSR 613-1 BUX 37 BUX 48 
Characteristics 50V/20A 400V/15A 400V/15A 
Number of elements 
in parall. 

1 48 240 
Input current TTL 3,12 A 312 A 
Current gain 1000 100 8 
Output current 3,12 A 312 A 2500 A 
Max. voltage 
inp./outp./ground. 

1500 V 850 V 850 V 

Effectiv current 
per element. 

3,12 A 6,6 A 10,4 A 

The fintl transistor BUX 48 could support up to 15 A current 
peak but with a very low current gain so that a further amplification 
stage would be needed. 

Operating with 10,4 A collector current, a resonable current 
gain results. The operating points of the BUX 37 and SSR 613 have been 
similarly chosen. 

A dc-solid state relay for 400 V/20 A was not available at 
the time, we were forced to use the SSR 613 with a floating 50 V power 
supply. On the other hand, the isolation of the SSR input/output/ground 
is better than 1500 V and well adapted for this use with potential 
fluctuations. 

Switching the current in the load inductance generates an 
over-voltage, whose value should be limited to the transistor voltage. 
Therefore, we use (see fig. 3) the following methods : 

- reversed voltage supression by fast crowbar diodes 0. 
• forward voltage attenuation by suitable RC systems. 
- using VDR absorbers around the nominal voltage. 
- voltage limitation above the nominal voltage by spark gaps. 
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But there is not only a overvoltage generated by the load 
inductance but also an overvoltage coming from the switch inductance L 
and transmitted to the transistors. Therefore it 1s necessary to limit 
the current derivative di s/dt. As the switching values are fixed, then 
we must influence the switching time. The switching time must be adapted 
to the response time demanded by the experiment, shorter switching times 
have to be avoided, even at the expense of transient energy dissipation 
in the transistors. 

Voltage spikes generated by the twin transmission lines are 
crow-bared by additional fast diodes 0 (see in fig. 6). 

In principle, the switching process can give rise to 
resonances due to the varying time response of different stages and 
of parallel networks. 

To avoid,switching on a transistor while its corresponding 
element in the bridge circuit is still conductive, it is necessary 
to tune all stages so that the minimum response time is given by the 
final stage, all proceding stages being slower. As low power transistors 
at the input stage are normaly faster than high power elements, this 
must be accomplished artificially. 

To avoid inductive and capacitive disturbances on the 
switching impulses, is was found to be advantageous to ground the 
amplifier rather than the switch (see later) in order to get the minimum 
voltage change with respect to ground. 

The temperature rise during one operation cycle is insigni
ficant if one considers that about 1 J must be dissipated in a 125 W 
power transistor. No forced cooling is used. Even if the full bank 
energy of 29,7 kj should be absorbed by the 960 final power transistors 
only 30 J per transistor need to be dissipated. 

A further problem of transistors, the overcurrent, should be 
considered, âven if we do not operate in the steady state. Here we regard 
the normal operation where total current limit is well respected by the 
active pilot system and the current in the 240 final transistors is well 
balanced. In order to have a better current equilibrium in the final 
transistors an additional resistor in the emitter branch mut be added. 
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This resistor should be about 10 % of the resistance of the saturated 
transistor. 

The active components (the driver and the solid state relay) 
must operate likewise in equilibrium. Besides the symétrie transistor 
connections it is necessary to have transverse interconnections at 
the input of the final transistors in order to prevent differing 
delays. The whole amplification network must be insensitive to 
parasitic signals. 

To increase the rate of electron evacuation from the base 
above that of the normal circuit (in which base and emitter are 
connected by a resistance) a negative base potential appears at 
switch-off by the inductance in the base emitter branch. 

The driver is connected in parallel to the same voltage as 
the final transistor, only the solid state relay has its own floating 
voltage supply of 20 V. 

5. PILOT 

The pilot is the electronic stage which compares the desire.. 
current signal U with the measured current signal U- and controls 
the switches by the output signal U . 

A positive or negative output voltage U corresponds 
respe. ively to a current increase or decrease in the load inductance. 
The basic pilot circuit is shown in fig. 4. 



Fig. 4 : The fadiic pilot coiauX. 

upos-

For flexibility, three Textronix amplifiers AM 50' have been 
chosen as active elements. The maximum input signals of 10 V 
(corresponding to 2500 A) are first amplified to the 25 volt level 
and than compared by the diode gates indicated in fig. 4. The specific 
configuration has the advantage that zero output results if U 
the current demand, is zero. The output of the gate is further 
amplified and than chopped in the shaping network to give the 
required pulse of U as showen in fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 : Pilot chanacteAiitidi 

Upos = °'2 V/C,n ( i n p u t ) 

U s = 10 V/cra (output) 
t - 1 ms/cm 
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The threshold starting from zero is I) . = - 0,12 V 
corresponding to 30 A. For the non-zero current, the threshold is 
reduced to 0,06 V, equivalent to 15 A sensitivity. 

For the current measurement (U..) neither a shunt nor a 
Pogowsky coil is used. The-former was discarded because of the 
large noise to be expected, espacially in a switching network. The 
latter gives very small signals. Instead the voltage on the inductive 
load is integrated by an RC network as follows (fig. 6). 

% 

+t 
* jH 

W 

u i = U c 

h Ri 1 
U, = -i~ 1 + -±- f i dt - -i- / u„at 

1 R,C ° R,C ° R 2C c 

By proper choice of elements, 
the second and third terms are 
made identical to get : 

Ll Ll 
U, = — i„ and R,C = — 

1 R,C ° 2 R, 

Fig. 6 i awitiut mia&u/iemejrut. 

'•» integrator has been built symmetrically with respect 
to ground so that no large parasitic potential changes during 
switching are expected. 
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6. SAFEGUARD 

In the case of a fault control or defect of a single element, 
the current, voltage or temperature limits could be exceeded. If that 
occurs, the safeguard must intervene. 

Voltage surveillance is a permanent condenser bank voltage measurement, 
only if a prefixed value is verified the RUN cycle will be activated. 

Voltage symetry means surveillance of each switch voltage during thfc 
charging phase. If there is no corresponding voltage at one of the 
switches (meaning an important leakage current) the next cycles 
(PRE and RUN) are blocked. 

Current limit corresponds to an indépendant current measurement. 
If it exceeds a limiting value, ihe pilot output gets grounded and 
no current generation occurs. 

Temperature protection is not foreseen, because no significant 
temperature rise of the transistors are expected. Only if one single 
transistor or a small group of transistors malfunctions then their 
collector resistance would act as a fuse. 

7. REMOTE CONTROL 

As in all of the WEGA subsystems the power amplifier 
(for the vertical field control) depends on the central control 
system (CCS), using the following state instructions : 

Orders : ON INI PRE RUN 
Replies : STATE ACT READY CHECK 
Chronology : permanent 4 minutes cycle plasma permanent 
Amplifier 
task : 

auxiliary 
supply 

condenser bank charqe power surrey Amplifier 
task : 

auxiliary 
supply | connection power surrey 

All orders and replies are taken in account via the CCS 
by the control program of WEGA. Only during the RUM cycle 
(the pla:-c period) is the pilot in operation and Is current 
generation possible. 
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8. AMPLIFIER 

The different stages described in the previous chapters 
together form the bidirectional switchung amplifier (called also 
"H-bridge converter" or "four quadrant amplifier"). So far high 
power amplifiers of this type use the thyristor as the switch 
(principaly limited in their time response) or they use faster 
transistors, beeing limited to 100 kW power. This amplifier 1s the 
first - as far we know - using transistors for relative fast operation 
and reaching the MW-level. The fondamentals of the amplifier are 
shown in fig. 7. 

switch- "TX 

„«-x 

aaplifier — basic circuit 

elementary 
operation 

switched on= 

fig. J : AmptHloA - baiie. tU/usuit and eZemetvbuuf operation. 
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For positive load current, switches 1 and 4 are activated 
by a positiv signal U s. For a negative dl/dt there is never a signal 
U needed. For negative load current, than switches 2 and 3 are 
activated by a negative signal U. as indicated in fig. 7. 

The first test consists of measuring the square wave response 
of the whole circuit (fig. 8). A square wave is applied to U , via 
U, switches 1 + 4 close, the load current rises with U /L-%. However, 
an additional initial switch current peak is observed, due to charging 
of the absorber condensers, in switches 2 + 3 (which are non-conducting), 
respectively. Because of the extremely low switch inductance L £ and of 
the efficient absorber capacitors C s, this current peak is 
i s = (C./L,) 2 " c o / 2 could exceed the current limit. To reduce this 
current without changing the load or the amplifier, each switch is 
connected by a separate line to the load. The twin line inductance 
is in series with the switch inductance for the charging process of C . 
The peak current becomes 1 S = (C s/L s + 2 L-,)'2 U C Q/2 and is redrced 
to non-critical values. 

fig. t : Amp&LbitA tat 
iquane. wave U , 
load auMent I (U,) 

aj current peak 
(switch only) 

tO saw-tooth 
o) zero osc i l l a t ion 

During the current f lat - top, switches 1 + 4 open and close 
repeatly, producing a saw-tooth around the top of the square pulse. 
Its accuracy is proportional to the diode gate sensitivity 
(as described in the p i lo t ) . When the square pulse reaches zero the 
load current follows via the crow-bar diodes with the time constant L/R. 
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At zero crossover the load inductance always creates an 
opposite voltage which supplies the absorber capacitors of the 
switch causing an oscillation. This could be avoided by using an 
absorber resistor in parallel with the load or also by forced 
intervention on the pilot at the zero level. However, as this 
oscillation period is faster than the magnetic penetration time of 
the torus and accurs only around the zero current level, it was not 
considered necessary to damp them strongly. 

After an operation cycle (RUN) the power connectors open 
and any current generation is impossible. 

In principle the load inductance and the amplifier need 
no defined ground. In order to avoid floating and undefined potentials, 
the condenser bank and the load inductance are grounded symmetrically, 
solving the potential problems and without creating others. 
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Measured amplifier characteristics with the inductive load : 

I n p u t O u t p u t 

pos 
at f < 7 kHz 

Current and magn. field correspond to 

the input.frequency. 

u n „ c = 1 « ac pos . 
at f i 10 kHz 

no response. 

pos 
square pulse 

response delay £ SO ps 

(incl. 25 lis from pilot) 

U m t = 1 V pos 
long square pulse 

I = 250 A at the constant level with 

ringing frequency of 5 kHz. 

«DOS ' Z V S S S l " " S oscillogram see fig. 9 

starting sensibility 

(with U = * 120 IBV) 
less than 30 A. 

changing sensibility 

( upos _ U1 = î 6 0 m V ) 

less than 15 A. 

switch o£ current increase 

U/L = 460 A/rns (U c o = 300 V) 

switch off current decrease 

(U + IR)/ L = 460 ... 640 A/ms 
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Fig. 9 : Tut pulit 

upos = 1 V/em (sinus) 
u i = 1 V/cn overlapped 
k = 200 A/cm 
u, s 20 V/cm 

2 ms/em 

All the elements together are mounted in three 19-inch 
standard racks as represented in fig. 10. 

The racks on the left and on the right contain the switches 
and the condenser bank, situated in the front and in the back side. 
The central rack is equiped with the power supply, the remote control, 
the survey, the pilote and the power connector. 

\ 
OTM08 1 

a* 1* 0*' 

•WH^r 

OODalUK 

Z Q H 

CORKS 

stmtx 

STOCK * 

SWITCH * 

LA 

COSD.3UX 

COBS .BASK 
COBB .BUI 

fig. 10 .• Aiiunbtagz o( thi pouifi ampti{lzA. 
in 3 itandaAd itatki. 
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9. USE IN WEGA 

The power amplifier is situated in the floor below the 
WEGA experiment. Four transmission lines (each of 20 m length) 
connect the amplifier with the pin board of the load coils, as 
indicated in f i g . 11. 

V S G A 

f i r s t f l oor 

twin 
t ransmiasi on 
liflea 

1 
* 9 W 

P o 
ampl Lf ia i > 

F ig . 77 : Pouivi amplLi-Lvi connected to WEGA 

L 2 + L 3 0,65 mH 

R1 + R2 + R3 + R„ = RQ = 47,7 mfi 
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A preliminary test has been performed for the whole system, 
generating a pulse U . and observing the current in the load, fig. 12. 

MMH1 IMHf— WMK - • . » MIAMI HUMC-M HNI« « . i r 

M . M I ' OIV 

Fig. M : CttMent in the. Bv - coili genenatxd by the 
PUtit U^y 

The load current follows the voltage pulse U with the 
time constant L/R. The magnetic field penetrates inside the torus 
with a time constant almost equivalent to the electric time 
constant L/R. 
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Figure 13 shows U and û . during a typical plasma shot 
and the plasma current, the loop (plasma) voltage and the calculated 
radial position. 

M 
M 
M 
*4 

K u w mu i«. u.<n—m.m 
1» 
17 

4* 
1» 
M 
M 
A 

It 

4* 
1» 
M 
M 
A 

Plasma current. 
Plasma voltage. 

.. «•» m. m a am 
MUM MOIC-U M i l 
« M M Hnii-iS YWw-

.:; 

Radial 
Plasma position. 

Plasma vertical position signal U 
pos 

and current in vertical field coils II. 

fiQ. 13 : typÂcol ptiuma. ikot. 
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If a plasma disruption occurs, the position signal U 
is saturated and the amplifier is asked to generate an equivalent 
current. This situation - seen in fig. 14 - is quite uncomfortable 
for the amplifier and is meaningless to the plasma equilibrium. 
It would be preferable to ground the position signal U 
immediately in the case of plasma disruption. 

In our case, however, we rely on the protective circuits 
of the amplifier to limit the current. 

ztf •*> « w r vat» 
3HIMU W 0 W X 2 M • M . 
MMHI MIOKalZ VMM a « . I 

t i . M ('•'-•UJ) 

f 

\ 

t*.*m - vat 
Etg. 14 : U „. and U. with pluma. HuatuKc. poc -t 

{itaduAsd aondeMOi bank ejaetyy) 

For these tests the condenser bank voltage was limited to 
values where the maximum free descharge current corresponds to the 
maximum switch current. 

Then the bank voltage was increased to test the pilote 
current limitation and after that increased further to test the 
safeguard current limitation. 
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CONCLUSION 

He have designed and constructed a 1 MVA (400 V, 2500 A) 
H-bridge power amplifier for the reed-back control of the plasma 
position in the WEGA tokamak. Amplifier's of this power operating 
at this speed (50 us time response) have not, to our knowledge, 
been described in the literature before. During the last year, 
the amplifier has been operating on WEGA without any problems. 

With soon to be available high gain transistors of higher 
power and speed (HOS FET, SIPHOS, HEXFET, GTO, etc..) one could 
envisage building amplifiers of this type up to 10 HVA with a time 
response of the order of microseconds. 


